School's Day Workshops
Friday 28 September 2018
All workshops are available at the following times:
10-11am / 11.15am-12.15pm / 12.45-1.45pm / 2-3pm
Workshop Description

Age

House of Fairy Tales

6-11

THE SWEVENAUGHTS DREAM RECYCLERS
An exploratory adventure that takes children to travel with the
Swevenaughts, the guardians of the faraway underground Dreaming
City, to collect the dream fragments surrounding the Kingsmead Square
and re-combobulate the daydreams into energy to power their city.
Matt Leece
Drawing Machines

all ages

Interact with 3 different drawing machines that represent a different
habitat within the Forest - the floor, the understory and the canopy. The
different marks created will represent some of the animals that live within
these habitats.
Alison Harper
Shimmer

all ages

Community making - re-imagining materials to create a veil around the
Great Plane Tree and a Den under the Willow Tree
Jess Palmer
Jess Palmer
Forest Maze: Draw on the Wall
Children of all ages are invited to come and draw or or write on the walls
of our Paper Maze. Modelled on the Bath Maze by Pulteney Bridge, the
Paper Maze is a series of curving walls which lead to a central Drawing
Spot where children can lie or sit on the ground and draw.

all ages

Pippa Pixley
Scribble and Scrunch Multi-Sensory Interactive Storytelling and Art
Workshop

3-7 years old

The Scribble & Scrunch Performance (30min)
An interactive and participatory play-based storytelling centered on
themes of friendship, feelings and the spirit of adventure.
The Scribble & Scrunch Workshop (30min) follows the performance
and involves cutting, sticking, scribbling, scrunching – and having lots of
fun designing, making and storytelling.
Clare Day
Clay Forest

all ages

Everyone can take part in making a collaborative clay forest, (trees,
dens, animals, tree houses, mini-worlds with characters to tell stories in).
Come along and play with clay!
Catharine Naylor

all ages

Book making and print making taking inspiration from the Forest of
Imagination
Alice Maddicott

KS2
KS3

The City of Trees
A creative writing workshop for children to create an overgrown city
inspired by Bath and the Forest of Imagination.
Margarita Sidirokastriti
Globary
The globary is a global library. It is mobile and it carries illustrated books
from around the world in their original language. This creative writing
workshop is inspired by the imagery of a chosen book.

7-11

